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Pat Corrigan
The older I get, the faster time seems to fly by. This is especially so when I consider time
seasonally. This current riding season in particular is a good case in point. While the season was off to a slow wet start, once the weather made up its’ mind that summer had arrived, it seemed like the weeks were just dropping off the calendar like leaves from a tree
in fall. Now, granted that time is relative and for those of high in the trips around the sun
count, it seems that the hands on the face of the clock have picked up speed. More so
when one has spent the better part of 18 months planning a road trip, pouring over
maps, searching out roads and routes, and lining up accommodations, always seeing the
trip as a distant objective. In preparation for this sixteen day, cross country road trip, I
intentionally limited my other summer travel plans so as to save funds for the switch
from a camping trip to hotel stays. With all my eggs in this one big basket, carefully
planned, timed and coordinated, I was looking forward to an epic trip which experience
has shown me, invariably flies by before one realizes it. I thought I had learned the lesson
that one can plan the plan but not the outcome. Well, constant tire problems that left me
with two blown inner tubes and finally a (new ) rear tire blowout at highway speeds resulting in a lowside fall which sheared off the shifter assembly, brought the trip to an abrupt end on day three. I guess it was back to school to learn that lesson yet again. So,
while there are yet a couple of weekend rallies I hope to attend, they won’t quite make up
for the disappointment of missing out on
a trip that turned into an epic adventure
for the seven other guys that finished it.
Well, at least I can look forward to eventuThe CCN is published quarterly, at the
beginning of each season. We welcome
ally completing the trip in another year or
and encourage member submissions.
two. Now, however, time will take her
sweet old time in getting me around to
Deadlines for submissions are:
that opportunity. Perhaps I should do like
Spring CCN
March 15
Ed and Cris and hit the road every weekSummer CCN
June 15
end. Maybe that approach will stretch out
the summer season. Might be worth a try!
Fall CCN
September 15
Winter CCN

December 15

Pat Corrigan
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Dennis Owens

September is here, and summer is almost gone. Where have you ridden to? Who
did you ride with? How many of you were they? It has been a very busy riding season,
with a big Thank You going out to Road Captain Wally Gingerich, and all of those who led
either the West side or East side Saturday rides, and the Weekend lodging and rides. So
many people work very hard so that we all have many opportunities to enjoy our passion
for riding. I am still looking forward to a few more Saturday rides, and the Wally ride
coming up in October. I will admit, I have not ridden as much as I wish I could have this
season, but there is still time. I had great intentions, starting the year out with training,
provided by the Professional Rides course, put on by some of Cleveland’s finest in Blue,
from the Motor Patrol team. But, as with everything in life, other issues come up, and
you need to handle life before it handles you.
As all of you may have heard, and have seen, we are re-enforcing the clubs “Code of
Ethics” and we have updated our rules for group riding. We are now also adopting the
drop and sweep, on our group rides, which works very well with larger groups. Please
review the above mentioned, they are printed towards the end of the newsletter.

Please continue to enjoy the riding weather, for as long as you can. Take pictures,
write about it, and share your rides with the rest of us. Who knows, maybe someone will
catch up with Don Walker, and get all those miles in the saddle.

Dennis Owens
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( Visit the calendar on the club web site for updates. )
YBMW and BMWMOC “UnRALLY”
September 20 - 22, 2019
Salem/Lisbon KOA Campground
33807 Winona Road, Salem, OH 44460
(330) 831-8628
Contact Troy Todd at troy_2k3@hotmail.com
or ((330) 921-9384 for more info.
BMW MOC Directors Meeting
7:00 - 8:30 PM, September 26, 2019
Brooklyn Branch of Cuyahoga County Library
4480 Ridge Road, Cleveland, OH 44144
AIMExpo - Sponsored by Nationwide Insurance
September 28 - 29, 2019
Greater Columbus Convention Center
400 N. High Street, Columbus, OH 43215
BMW MOC Monthly Membership Meeting
7:00 - 8:30 PM, October 3, 2019
Oak Grove Picnic Shelter
Cleveland MetroParks
Brecksville, OH 44141

BMWMOC - Southern Ohio Weekend
October 4 - 6, 2019
Quality Inn, 577 State Route 7 North
Gallipolis, OH 45631
Annual weekend ride led by Wally Gingerich
Details TBA

Ohio BMW RA Fall Camp-Out
October 11 - 13, 2019
Kokosing Valley Camp and Canoe
25860 Coshocton Road,
Howard, OH 43208
70th Annual Devils Staircase /
AMA Pro Hillclimb
October 13, 2019
1086 Corwin Rd., Oregonia OH 45054
BMW MOC Club Ride - East
Saturday, Oct 19, 2019 / 10 AM - 1 PM
Bob Evans Macedonia at I-271 & SR 8
Breakfast at 9 AM - Ride departs at 10 AM
Ride to be led by Mike Sikora

BMW MOC Monthly Membership Meeting
7:00 - 8:30 PM, Thursday, November 7, 2019
LOCATION TBD
BMW MOC Directors Meeting
7:00 - 8:30 PM, Thursday, November 21, 2019
Large Meeting Room B (60),Parma Branch
Cuyahoga County Library

6996 Powers Blvd., Parma, OH 44129

BMW MOC Monthly Membership Meeting
7:00 - 8:30 PM, Thursday, December 5, 2019
LOCATION TBD

The BMWMOC is Chartered Club #196 with both the BMWMOA and
the BMWRA national organizations. The BMWMOC is a
Not-For-Profit Corporation of the Great State of Ohio consisting
of about 180 riding enthusiasts mostly in the Northeast Ohio Area.
The Club is an active group with a common interest in BMW
Motorcycles and the people who ride them.
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North America's Largest Powersports Show Brings Sideways Saturdays Indoor Flat Track Racing to Columbus, Ohio

At the core of powersports are events that support, engage and keep the community excited and
thriving. Sideways Saturday is a new indoor flat track race that will be held on the show floor of
AIMExpo presented by Nationwide.
Bringing the spirit of heritage racing to Columbus on Saturday, September 28th, this AMA-sanctioned
Indoor racing event will feature hooligans, e-bikes, wild customs and much more thanks to amateur
and pro racers willing to bang bars and put it all on the line for a fun-loving crowd.
Swapping uniformed pit crews and umbrella girls for hardnosed racing on a sticky, soda syrupdrenched concrete floor, Sideways Saturday will bring together powersports racers, fans and riders
from across the country to enjoy one of the most entertaining forms of motorcycle racing.
Tickets to Sideways Saturday are available through motoshowtickets.com. And in addition to the flat
track action, there will also be a live DJ to keep the entertainment rocking between races.

Stop by the MOA booth at the AIMExpo on Saturday or Sunday and get ready for some flat track action
on Saturday night! Don't forget discount tickets are available to MOA members!
We'll see you in Columbus,
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New Member
By Paul Mitchell
New BMWMOC Member Craig Webb
Meet new member Craig Webb (well, not so new). Craig recently re-joined BMWMOC after a significant
hiatus that involved time in the theater as actor, playwright, set designer, directing and a myriad of other talents as best seen here http://inthelandofcleve.blogspot.com/2018/05/craig-webb-plays-sarcasticpatient.html
His first BMW motorcycle was an R65/7 and his 6th, now an R1200C. He enjoys quiet riding in the Cleveland Metro Parks especially enjoying the fall colors we all love in Northeast Ohio.
Craig’s best ride was with BMWMOC members over a decade ago that was coined, “The Four Corners of
Ohio”. He especially enjoyed studying the Portsmouth Murals (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3JEjY4YuVJc) and the twisties around Marietta.
When asked if he carried anything unusual in his “kit”, Craig answered simply, “nothing unusual.”
Craig enjoys riding at his own pace but might be convinced to join one of our future club rides to an interesting destination.
When I called him for this interview, he was enjoying his grandchildren who were visiting with his
daughter who currently reside in the U.K.
An item high on his “bucket list” is to travel to the Isle of Mann to witness the TT races. I’ve seen videos of
this race but finally researched this event to discover that TT stands for Tourist Trophy. Perhaps because
the participants are all tourists on the island of only 221 square miles? The TT Race, as you probably
know, is held on local roads at speeds in excess of 130 miles per hour!
One of my final questions is always, “What do you want to be when you grow up? Immediately his answer was Sam Shepard. I was stunned recalling the infamous Dr. Sam Sheppard of Bay Village and his
highly controversial trial for murder of his wife. But, I was mistaken. The Sam Shepard Craig admired
was the famous “actor, playwright, author, screenwriter, and director whose career spanned half a century” (credit to Wikipedia) and perhaps best well-known for his portrayal of Chuck Yaeger in the film, The
Right Stuff.
When you meet Craig at a future BMWMOC
event, welcome him to our club. I’m sure he can
share some interesting narratives of his life
and experiences in the world of entertainment.
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New Member
By Paul Mitchell
New BMWMOC Member Dave Wilson
When Dave purchased his K1600GTL he joined the BMWMOA based on his ownership experience with
Harleys and the HOG organizations. Being in IT at Progressive, he searched and found BMWMOC and
submitted his application for membership!
Dave has been riding since he was 10 years old preferring dirt bikes like a Yamaha YZ80 which he zipped
on the backroads and fields near Hartville. Progressing through a couple of Harleys and the GTL, Dave
recently purchased a new R1250 GSA!
In decent weather and minus road salt, his “moto” is his primary means of transportation to work, but he
has plans to explore the natural wonders of the western states and Canadian Provinces as well as riding
PCH 1 on the new 1250 Dual Sport.
When queried about his riding style
(single or groups), he enjoys the freedom
of solo riding but would like to join other
MOC members in the small groups rides
through NE Ohio, PA and West Virginia.
No more of the 50-60+ HOG rides! He
shares other interests in the getterdone
category of car maintenance and carpentry, but recently signed up for a
course with his 14 year-old son to forge
knives from railroad spikes!
My final question is always, “What would
be your DREAM ride on a motorcycle?”
Dave, without any hesitation, answered .
. . the Alps! Incidentally He was the first
new member in my recollection to win
the 50/50 drawing at his first meeting.
Dave Wilson, welcome to the BMWMOC!
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The following is from the BMWMOC CONSTITUTION and BY LAWS
5. ELECTIONS
a. A summary of the election process will be published in the Club's newsletter serving as notice to the
membership prior to opening the annual officers election nomination window. During the September membership meeting, the President will appoint a three member Election committee from the
general membership and declare the nomination window open.
b. An individual must meet all applicable membership requirements, must have attended at least five
monthly membership meetings during the 12 months prior to the September membership meeting,
and must expect to be able to attend all Board and monthly meetings during the coming year to be
eligible for nomination. Meeting sign in sheets will be used to verify the required attendance.
c. Nominations must be seconded by another member.
d. Individuals may be nominated for more than one position, but can only accept one nomination.
e. The Election Committee will confirm that each nominee is willing to serve. Nominations of unwilling
nominees will be withdrawn.
f. At the end of the October meeting, the President will make a final request for nominations and then
declare the nomination window closed. Additional nominations are prohibited prior to and on the
Election Day unless there are no nominees for a particular position; then nominations will be accepted only for that position. The President shall appoint any additional directors as needed to address
the growing membership per Section IV, Part 2.
g. In the case where nominees for all positions are running un-opposed, the election may be declared
Moot by a membership meeting vote at the November meeting. If so voted, further efforts and expense to conduct an election shall be suspended. The new Board of Directors shall be announced at
the January membership meeting.
h. The Election Committee will compile an Annual Election Ballot and a document containing optional
nominee position statements. If a nominee chooses to provide a position statement, it must be received by the election committee no later than thirty days following the October membership meeting. The Election Committee will distribute electronically or by mail, one ballot per member and the
optional nominee position statements at least thirty days prior to the January membership meeting.
The ballot will provide: a list of nominees, a space for write-in votes, an address where the mail in
completed ballot must be returned or instructions for returning the electronic ballots, and a deadline
date (December 31st) after which ballots received will not be counted.
i. The results of the election shall be announced at the January membership meeting and following on
the Clubs website and in the next Club newsletter.
j. Vote counts shall not be announced or posted. They will be recorded in the minutes of the January
membership meeting and will be available to be viewed by any interested member. In any reading
of the minutes at a membership meeting, the actual counts will be omitted.
Continued...
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Continued...
k. Determinations:
(1) Except for directors, the nominee with the greatest number of votes for a particular position will
assume the duties of that position at the February membership meeting. Nominees determined to
have won the election for their respective positions shall endeavor to attend the January Board
meeting along with the current office holders for that term.
(2) For directors, members vote for the mandated number of the director nominees as stated on the
Official Ballot:
(a) If the out-going president is re-elected, elected to another position, or declines to become a
director for the year following presidency, the highest tally of votes cast for director nominees
shall determine the director electors.
(b) If the out-going president exercises the right to become a director for the year following his or
her presidency; the past president and the highest tally of votes cast for director nominees
shall determine the director electors.
If a member is elected to a position by write-in votes, the Election Committee will confirm that that
member is willing to serve in that position before finalizing the results for that position.

Positions to be filled by Election
President

Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer

Road Captain

Directors*

*There is one director for every 25 members. At our current
membership level, we will need 7 Directors.
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By Paul Mitchell
This year Linda and I decided to break-in the new R1200RTW with a two-week trip to Quebec and the Maritimes. Years ago, I had the opportunity to visit my paternal grandmother’s birthplace in Nova Scotia and ride
the Cabot Trail, but we wanted to experience the French influence and modern day Quebec and specifically
Quebec City (la ville de Québec) along the Saint Lawrence (Saint Laurent en Français). OK, no more translations to French!

By the time we reached Utica it was dark, the NAV VI had insisted we stop at a Native American Casino on the
outskirts of the city and the local restaurants were closing. We did place an order for the last delivery of the
day from a local pizzeria and settled in for the night.
Stopping for lunch at a local General Store before we crossed the border into Quebec and the Gaspé Peninsula, we had a head start in front of a storm cell and missed us by a cat’s whisker!
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The next morning, we headed NE and crossed the border into Quebec at Hemingford. I specifically chose this
crossing because I suspected there would be significantly less traffic than Champlain/Blackford and the
sloped, oily drive-ups to the customs window might be absent. Past experience at the Peace Bridge in Ontario paid off when I almost dropped my LT a few years ago because of the slippery contamination of the road’s
surface. The only other query other than who we were and where were we going, was that of possessing
weapons (knives/firearms) or cannabis. I did not know that “weed” was legal in all the Canadian Provinces as
we were to witness later in New Brunswick.
Rather than fight the late afternoon commute traffic in Montreal we had chosen an upscale hotel in Boucherville taking advantage of the favorable exchange rate. We walked to a couple of local stores for a light dinner
back in our room (yogurt, fruit, cheese, baguettes and a bottle of wine) since the hotel’s restaurant was open
only for breakfast this time of year.
The Provincial Highway north is a two-lane route supporting moderate truck traffic through the agricultural
fields and small villages. There were several grain processing facilities that were visible from the highway.
We arrived in Quebec City early afternoon and decided to find a restaurant recommended by the hotel management. It appeared that it had been replaced by a fast food organization based on the GPS location. When
trying to find another restaurant from an apartment parking lot, a AAA Canadian driver approached and between our limited French and his limited English he directed us to his favorite restaurant. It was a good
choice. We met a Canadian couple at an adjacent table, and they were Genuine Canadian snowbirds! They
winter in Homestead Florida for about four months and then go to Puerto Vallarta for some more fun times.
The gentleman was a retired Canadian Army officer and his partner had worked for a large Canadian insurance firm. They were celebrating her purchase of a new BMW convertible. They were fascinated with our
choice of transportation for this trip.

On to the tourist destinations in old town Quebec City in the morning. . .
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Linda and I had a wonderful tour of Quebec City. The architecture is so diverse including the original military
fortifications protecting the historical walled city, French Provincial estates, English manor homes, English
Victorian, modern skyscrapers and the famous Hotel Frontenac. One street, Avenue Cartier, has art
nouvelle street lighting. They even named a street after me!
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An interesting fact we learned from our city tour guide was that the Saint Lawrence river is originally fed from
Lake Superior and empties into the Atlantic. Although it contains no salt brine at Quebec City, the ocean
tides can change the level of the river up to 18 feet.
On our second day in the area, we explored Orleans Island (I’ll d’Orleans) in the St Lawrence River circumnavigating the 134 km perimeter road. The island is famous for its strawberry and blueberry crops and we purchased both to enjoy back at our hotel with some help from Reddi Wip!
We also visited Montmorency Falls where I wanted to experience the famous Zip Line! The falls are 99’ taller
than the Niagara Falls. Unfortunately, there was over an hour wait but we did see some brave souls shoot
past the falling water.
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Then to the island in the middle of the St. Lawrence River. Rode its circumference stopping at a vineyard for lunch to try Québec’s
famous dish called poutine. . . french fries with gravy and cheese curds. Really quite tasty! A great day of riding and exploring.

Leaving Quebec City and riding to the Gaspé Peninsula. I’ll let the photos tell part of the story.
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We started a counter-clockwise ride on the Gaspé Peninsula to Carleton-sur-mer, Grande-Rivière, Gaspé,
Grande-Vallée, L'Anse-Pleureuse, and then went SE from Mont-Joli to Campbellton, New Brunswick.
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We still had a number of days allotted to the trip, so we headed for mussels and seafood from Prince Edward
Island. The Confederation Bridge is eight miles in length and is the longest bridge in the world over icecovered water. The fee for the RT and us was approximately $14 USD. You pay only when leaving the island.
Needless to say, the seafood dinner and PEI Mussels were extraordinaire!

Returning to the legality of Cannabis in Canada, we stopped for lunch in a public park at Moncton, NB and
were surprised to hear music of the Beatles from speakers in the trees. There were also some twentysomethings enjoying their joints as well as sharing with some of the older residents visiting the park (right
next to City Hall).

Our final destination in Canada was Saint John which is on the Bay of Fundy. Due to fog we were not able to
see the rise of the tide which can be as much as 25 feet at this location.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUqXsFHWPUA

A surfer riding the tidal bore https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuPYm4o_GPg
Later that morning we crossed back into the USA at the Calais/St Stevens port-of-entry without incident.
Now in Maine, we had to visit Freeport and the L.L. Bean complex which has expanded exponentially since
the last time I was there. No purchases except for ice cream cones from an outsider, Ben & Jerry!
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Plotting our route home, I called my cousin who has a summer cottage in Pemaquid to see if she and her
husband might be home which I suspected since she was “liking” my posts of the trip on Facebook. Becky
was there but her husband had left earlier on Saturday morning back to Durham, NH to teach his final
courses prior to retirement at the University of NH. As you can see the summer home is right on one of the
many inlets on the coast. They can often hear seals barking and one of their neighbors is a lobsta fisherman!

Of course, you can’t travel thorough Maine without a stop in Ba Haba (not an error, just a pronunciation guide to Bar Harbor. After
all, I speak the language since I lived in Massachusetts until the summer of my sixteenth birthday.) Riding up Cadillac Mountain on
a bike is a hoot as well as enjoying the famous Jordan Pond Restaurant’s POPOVERS with butta and strawberry jam!
We found the cabin complex Linda visited years before and enjoyed our final lobster dinner for two with a pound of mussels and
corn on the cob delivered to our door for only $57!!
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My Canadian Mission
by Jeff Claes (aka Chaplain Sidecar)
Introduction:
I have always been on 2 wheels, having put an engine on a Schwinn at 11 years of age. 50 years later I
have the garage full of bikes and have ridden about 300,000 miles since keeping track over the past 17
years. The pairing of my two passions; motorcycles and Christ as a bible study leader, Sunday School
teacher and now Pastor resulted in a joyous motorcycle mission. I joined Bikers for Christ in 2003 with a
developing awareness God was calling me to ride my motorcycle through all of the United States and Canada for Him handing out tracts and bibles on the highways and byways.
This trip completed the mission objective:
Ride the lower 48 United States in 48 months with 4 – 2 week trips.
Then ride to Alaska and fly to Hawaii to ride.
Repeat the mission traveling through all Canadian Provinces and Territories where there are roads
similarly witnessing for Christ.
This is a recap of the journey completing my Canadian Mission ride that included; Ontario, Quebec, Labrador, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
My Canadian Mission
The alarm rang on day 1 about 5:30, I was awake as I never sleep well the night before leaving. I
stayed at my friends Pete’s B&B, he graciously allowed me a room at the Inn. The bike was completely
packed the night before and my clothes laid out. My one organized case packed fast with the toothbrush
and such then snapped quickly on the bike. Pete’s wife Julie cooked a spectacular breakfast (the best
one of the entire trip) sending us on our way fully satisfied and feeling prepared for the journey.
As we pulled away all the feelings came back. The best me is on the machine-in the wind-burning
miles headed at break-neck speeds toward anywhere and nowhere. I thought to myself “this is me” I
am a biker headed to a distant point on a map for reasons only God knows and the journey begins now.
Passing through Cleveland I was filled with the anticipation of what laid ahead. Was ready to stop in
Watertown, New York but pressed on to make it to our Johnstown, Ontario destination. Pete found a
super little independent motel right on the St. Laurence river the Johnstown Motel. Had pizza and subs
delivered to the lawn picnic area by the provided evening fire pit. The owner proudly proclaimed he
was 78 and didn’t look a day over 65. I need me some of this Canadian water!
Day 2 began the routine that became habit over the next 12 mornings. Pete up at 5am making
coffee for us (Thank you Pete) - Me, groggy while Pete checked the maps-GPS and weather. Then after 1
or 2 cups of java and a discussion of the day’s challenge and it was off for a hearty breakfast before getting on the bikes between 7:30 and 8:30am. Lunch was almost always a snack and the second real meal
of the day was dinner arriving at our end point generally around 5:30-6:30pm.
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Getting through Montreal and Quebec City was a grind with loads of traffic and construction so
getting to Baie Comeau, Quebec was a super aggressive plan. But once we crossed the Tadoussac ferry
the ride transitioned to the pastoral experience we were seeking and landed around 8pm. It got dark as
we ate our fried chicken.
The real adventure began on day 3. In pre-planning, I conveniently overlooked that fact the route
turned to “Unimproved Road” on this day. The first stretch of gravel was no issue nor was the early rain.
The ride past the 5 dams was remote and crazy beautiful with mountains, rivers and the Dam reservoirs.
This where the expected wild scenery began. We shared the road this day with a hand full of tourists
and some big heavy trucks. Our fellow travelers interested in our presence in the wilderness always
wanted a chat at the sparse but available gas stops. The weather transitioned from a drizzle to torrential rain for the last 100 miles of dirt now mud road. I Praised God for the selected Moto Z tires as the 2”
deep mud pooled around our tracks and the still trusty BMW’s motored on past the gigantic mine on the
unimproved road. Unfortunately for me I did not change into rain gear when the heavy rain began
thinking it an aberration and also discovered my Cruiserworks waterproof boots “weren’t” so at the motel check in I was a shivering wet muddy mess with cold wet feet. The Hotel took pity on us and allowed
us to dry everything but weeks later I still have a residual cough.
The drizzle continued on morning 4 so appropriate gear was donned for a beautiful ride to Happy
Valley-Goose Bay. The new #500 Labrador highway was one of the nicest roads on the continent. The
lonely stretch was well engineered with super long straightaways. The posted speed was like 50mph
due to wildlife on the roads but the road was built for 90mph. Hitting a moose will mess you up! Due to
yesterday’s late wet arrival we had a morning gas stop. The station was busy and I pumped my 5 gallons, with a 3-gallon reserve gas was never an issue. Mostly the towns had premium but the remote
stops and villages only sold regular. That never seemed to be a problem with the machine. Good thing I
was getting 40-50 mpg cause gas cost us around $5.00 per gallon. Arrived at the Royal Inn at Goose-Bay
(a super Motel) by 5, had Pizza and crashed.
Day 5 was pleasantly dry for the remote 300 or so miles of gravel. They are working hard to pave
#510 but it is currently largely gravel with a long pot-holed section. The challenge was finding the best
speed to make time and still negotiate the obstacles. One mistake and you would jar a tooth filling loose.
On a remote stretch of #510 I encountered bobcats and a large bear on the road……the bear waved hi
and continued with his morning walk. I expected deeper gravel when in fact many spots were more dirt
than gravel. Re-entering the paved section, we encountered the high coastal mountain views and high
winds associated with the North Atlantic cliffs as we made our way to Lourdes-de-Blanc-Sablon, Quebec.
When actually arriving at Red Bay on the coast we were met by icebergs! Never thought I would see
that! A whistling plumbing pipe made for a difficult sleep, but Pete had ear plugs letting me know my
nightly snoring was far more of an issue J
It was an early ferry on day 6 to Saint Barbe. The Motel was actually in Quebec, the ferry was in
Labrador but it ran on New Foundland time. The short story is we made it on time. It was a short ferry
hop to nowhere as this end of Newfoundland is really empty. We met some great bikers on the ferry,
once the tracts were delivered and contact info exchanged we were off. It was at this point we realized
how sparsely populated New Foundland was…. After negotiating another rainy mountain range we arrived at “Lush’s Cottages” in Deer Valley. Our two-bedroom cottage was PERFECT! and gave Pete a
break from my snoring and we both got great rest.
The final day of the outbound journey was day 7, a pleasant ride to Gander. Having encountered
some bikers and the resulting prayer & bike blessings they sent us up to the Channel Islands loop on the
way to Gander. What a beautiful coastal ride! Their local knowledge paid off and was just one more example to us of how friendly these Canadian people were. Checking in the Quality Inn we made it. This
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was as far as we would go beginning the long migration back to Texas on the morrow. We still had a 5day ride back to our starting point but Gander was pure joy. We had the best celebratory fish and chips
dinner ever and did laundry in the motel getting everything cleaned and dried for the return trip.
The return beginning on day 8 was a steady ride across and through the Provence with a brief
tsunami. I am the “Rainman” so one of my favorite things is running down the highway when it is raining
so hard the cars are pulling off, yep that rain won’t stop me. The beautiful the mountain range running
through the island escorted us all the way to Port Aux Basques where the mountains met the sea providing spectacular scenery. We arrived early to the St. Christopher’s Hotel (super room-super food-super
service) relaxed and had great conversation with fellow travelers that evening.
The 7 hour ferry ride to North Sydney, Nova Scotia was our day 9. I had long worried about this
ferry ride due to a propensity to sea-sickness. After taking the prescribed meds in conversation with the
crew I was told this was one of the smoothest crossing they could remember. Friends this is the power
of prayer! Upon arrival in Nova Scotia it was off to dinner with biker friends from Virginia we met on
the ferry. Of course, that evening there were the customary in depth conversations about equipment &
gear and distant adventure roads yet to be ridden.
Not fully comprehending the task at hand on day 10 we began with a stop at the Harley Shop for
some gear adjustments. A fantastic ride through New Breton was followed by the legendary Cabot Trail.
Absolutely Beautiful! Following some of the best ever coastal beauty it was a long hike to Moncton. Exhausted when we checked into the Comfort Inn around 8pm and found a late supper.
A much easier day 11 ride through New Brunswick & Maine followed a long day 10. The long
sweeping curves and rural mountain terrain was gorgeous and quite relaxing. We crossed the border
around 10:30 am thankfully being allowed back in the U.S.A. The Lunch stop in Bangor included a super
visit with friends Alice and Tom from my church who summer an hour north of Bangor. Made the White
Mountains in New Hampshire for dinner and a room at the picturesque Town & Country Inn & Resort
(great room-great service).
In the morning, a great ride through the White Mountains passing through Vermont followed a
hearty breakfast in the scenic dining room. Day 12 ended in Schenectady, New York at the Hilton with a
great Pub dinner. Yep this is how I roll, always happy staying at the Hilton! It was off to Somerset, Pa on
day 13 for the Flight 93 memorial and more covered bridges. As we rode the mountains melted to became the hills of southeastern Pennsylvania.
Then all of a sudden, the dreaded final day 14 had arrived. It was time for Pete and me to split up
and head to the ranch. Never ready to be finished, day 14 was filled with all sorts of mixed emotions as I
made my way through the Pennsylvania, West Virginia and the Ohio countryside. The final night was in
Lancaster, Ohio where I stayed in the home of my oldest friend now the Assistant Pastor of his country
church. What a joyous reunion! Dave and Andria are far better to this old biker than I deserve.
And it was over, all the fun, fun, fun was gone.

The 14-day 4,700-mile ride through 7 states and 5 Canadian Provinces is in the record books.
All the highways byways, gravel, dirt, construction zones, Ferries were behind me.
This was a mission trip for me. The Gospel was presented every single day to someone. Some
engagements were a simple “May I give you a message from God”. Some contacts led to tear filled prayers and emotional encounters. Pete and I had a blast and a great adventure surviving as closer friends
than we began having solved and survived many situations on the road together. Pete as a skilled rider
was the perfect mate for the expedition.
I commuted 2000 miles round trip from Dallas to the starting point so I still had a 1000-mile trip
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home. But that was a quickie only stopping to see an old hunting partner in Little Rock, Arkansas on the
way.
For another day is the report on the gear we choose. The tires and all gear choices were thought
out and proved to be the right products for the challenge. We had traction, were dry warm and cool at
the correct times (except for my failed boots). In the helmet phone calls were clear when we had service
and the music entertainment was high quality providing the desired nice change of pace on 10 long riding days. The BMW R1200GSA machines performed perfectly. Two thirds of the way through the trip as
expected we topped off our BMW synthetic oil never sweating gas availability even in the wilderness.

Closing Thought:
What’s next? God has called me to share His Gospel in all 50 U.S. States and all Canadian Provinces and Territories. Now that that is finished, only God knows what’s next. But Let me assure you I am
looking into His face and following Him to see where He leads, because I am a dedicated Christ follower
(still on 2 wheels).
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New BMW MOC (and Black Sheep) Member Jeff Claes aka Chaplain Sidecar
A Lifetime Alumni of The Ohio State University also attending Oxford University-England, Chaplain is
finishing up a 43year business career that included Fortune 500 management experience and 30 years
of entrepreneurship operating the marketing firm he founded. The next step in life is full time Christian
Ministry
Chaplain Sidecar is Pastor of the “Rushing Wind Biker Fellowship-Denton Texas” church he founded and
an “Endorsed Chaplain” by the Baptist General Convention of Texas where he also serves on the Chaplaincy steering committee. Chaplain is ASIST credentialed and a “Prepare and Enrich” couples counseling “Facilitator”. Chaplain is a founding partner in “BikerChaplain.com” an educational foundation
teaching Chaplaincy generally and specifically in the Motorcycle, Health Care and Restorative Justice environments.
Chaplain Sidecar:
“Riding is my life, the parking lot is my church and the curb is my pulpit”
With over 50 years in the wind Sidecar has ridden around 300,000 miles as a patched member of the
“Bikers For Christ” Motorcycle Ministry where as a Regional Elder he organizes ministry with chapters
located in Texas Louisiana and Arkansas. His ride has included traveling to all Canadian Provinces and
Territories (with roads) and all 50 of the United States (fly&ride Hawaii) handing out bibles and flyers
as he goes.
A 38 year “National MOA” member with a garage full of bikes one of his favorites is the 1200 GSA that he
took to Newfoundland this year with MOC member Peter Stokes.
The 1100 mile commute is worth it to be a BMW-MOC member!
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According to Roger Pivonka
There are two islands that sit next to each other in the middle of the Mediterranean Sea, Corsica is ruled by
France and Sardinia [which is three times the size of Corsica] is ruled by Italy.
I had read much about riding those islands and finally decided to do that on my own since none of the package
tours were running in June when I wanted to go. I contacted MotoRentSardinia.com and
I told them where I wanted to start and what I wanted to see and they made Google Maps routes, hotel reservations and provided the motorcycles for me.
Their representative met me at the airport in Cagliari, Sardinia, we completed the paperwork and briefing and
I was on my way.
I used my cellphone as my GPS, mounted it in a case they provided and it worked very well the whole time. I
had a Bluetooth headset in my helmet so I could listen to the GPS as I rode as well as look at the maps on
screen.
For the first six days on Sardinia I rode a BMW F700GS and for the second six days on Corsica I had a Honda
Africa Twin. Both bikes were in excellent condition and are well suited for those islands.
I made the bike swap in Olbia, Sardinia and from there rode up to Corsica. After riding Corsica I returned to
Olbia by ferry to return the bike and board my plane back to Rome to return home.
MotoRentSardinia office in Olbia is very conveniently on the edge of the airport.
They included a few rest days and I enjoyed those as well as all the riding. I had no trouble with my limited
Italian or even more limited French because many islanders speak English better than I spoke their language.
AND you can always consult your phone for any words or translations you may need.
Although Corsica is a French island, their language is more like Italian although most there speak French.
AND on Sardinia the official language is Sard which is its’ own language and similar to Italian.
Because these islands are small and compact you get heavy doses of twisties and their mountains are fun to
ride. Imagine a bowl of cooked spaghetti and you will have an idea of their road system. Mama Mia! My usual riding day was about 250 KM but because the roads demand you ride somewhat carefully (or pay the price)
you will ride for 5 or 6 hours to complete your days route [maybe more if you lose your way as I did on day
two when I added about 75 KM to my day]. I had somehow lost GPS use because my phone overheated so I
stopped on top of a mountain to wait for another vehicle to come along, and waited. When they did come
along, I waved them over to my side and asked “Do you know where I AM?” and they said “follow us”.
If you have Google Maps on your device where you are reading this, you can click on the link below and it
will display my day two route for you. I hope: https://goo.gl/maps/n8jzj2zK1zR7kVTM8
All in all it was a wonderful two weeks. MotoRentSardinia was great to work with and my daily cost (not including airfare) was about $275 for Rooms, Bike rental, Food and Fuel [at $7/gallon].
They suggested the weather was milder in April and May but I was OK with the hot June days. And starting in
Olbia might be more convenient for you.
Ciao!
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Black Sheep Videos

Black Sheep Water Crossing

Steam Train, Silverton, CO

John Brown Canyon, Gateway, CO
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BMW MOC Policies and Procedures
BMW MOC CODE OF ETHICS
1. The Club should strive to promote good public relations through their general conduct, the media, Club
activities, and community affairs.
2. The Club should be respectful of the rights of all members of the Club and of the community. Being
disrespectful can and will be grounds for revoking membership.
3. The Club should abide by all local, state, and federal laws.
4. The Club should strive to promote cooperative coexistence with other organized motorcycle Clubs.
5. All formal Club activities will be conducted in accordance with all current rules and guidelines as set forth
in the Bylaws and informal Club activities should be conducted according to the spirit of this Code of Ethics
both within the motorcycle community and the community at large.
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